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Overview
Business Analytics with Microsoft R is a four-day workshop that presents the

fundamentals of the Microsoft R Services, helps students to install, configure and use

the product in Microsoft environment. This workshop will give an overview of the

product suite (R Open, R Server and R client), basics of programming with R (R

operations, data structures, control flow, functions), packages, DeployR and will help

familiarizing students with the R server interface. The workshop also provides more

advanced topics for data scientists who will be using Power BI and Azure Machine

Learning. There are several labs and demonstrations that reinforce the lessons and

will provide hands-on experience working with the Microsoft R Services suite.

Key Features and Benefits

This workshop is designed to provide students the necessary knowledge to

configure R services in their environment and use sample R code to verify the

functionality and features of R.

Technical Highlights

In this workshop, participants will learn the following: 

• Microsoft R product suite and various components of the suite

• Introduction to programing with R language

• Install Server and Client tools

• Compare and contrast performance in R standalone vs R server

• Introduce the ScaleR package

• Perform Data Cleansing, Building Predictive Models using R packages

• Understand and work with different compute contexts

• Work with DeployR with various roles (application developers, administrators, 

data scientists)

• Explore the security features of DeployR

• Using R Code in Transact-SQL

• End to End Data Science Walkthrough using SQL Server 2016 R Server

• Install and work with R Server on HDInsight (Spark Cluster)

• Data visualization using Power BI accessing data from the Spark Cluster

• Operationalizing R code using Azure ML R package

Learn all about the 

fundamentals of 

Microsoft R and what it 

takes to use R Server, 

packages, DeployR, R 

Server in SQL Server and 

use R with Power BI and 

Azure Machine Learning.

Target Audience:

To ensure the high-

quality knowledge-

transfer expected by 

attendees of this four-

day workshop, class size 

is limited to a maximum 

of 16 students who meet 

the following criteria:

• A basic level of 

knowledge with SQL 

Server (any version)

• A basic level of 

knowledge with the R 

language

Job titles such as:

• Data scientists

• Developers 

• Database 

administrators 
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This workshop runs for four days. 

Module 1: Introduction to R

This module provides an overview of R, the products, and introduction to the client 

tools. 

• Introduce R and Microsoft R Products

• Introduce R Client Tools

Module 2: Programming With R

This module provides a good overview of the language and provides a foundation for 

participants to understand more complex topics in further modules.

• R Operations

• Data Structures in R (part I and part II)

• Control Flow in R and creation of functions with R

Module 3: Working With R Server

This module covers topics on how to install the R Server and to use ScaleR packages and 

perform operations such as data cleansing, predictive modeling using R packages

• R Server installation

• Introduce and explore ScaleR package

• Data Cleansing and Predictive Modelling using R packages

Module 4: Deployment Options And DeployR

• Introduce DeployR

• Introduce and work with different Compute Contexts and deployment options

• Install, configure DeployR for Microsoft R Server

• Get Started with DeployR with various roles

• Work with DeployR security options

Module 5: DataScience Walkthrough

• Using R Code in Transact-SQL (SQL Server R Services) 

• Data preparation using SQL Server

• Data visualization in SQL Server and SSRS

• Create data features, build, save and deploy the model

Module 6: R on Azure

This module will provide an overview on how to operationalize R code with Azure ML 

and visualize data on Spark Cluster using PowerBI

• R Server on HDInsight (Spark Cluster)

• Data visualization with Power BI

• Operationalizing R code using Azure M

Hosted Lab Requirements: 

This lab will use a virtual 

hosted environment. 

Attendees will use this 

environment to install, 

configure and work with 

the R product suite, 

connect to Azure to work 

with Spark Cluster, Azure 

ML
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